By bus
In front of the central station you can take bus 35 direction Molenwijk. It takes about 15 to 20
minutes to get to busstop Nageljongenstraat. Buses 37 and 38 will bring you to this busstop as
well.
* After getting off continue for about thirty meters in the direction of the bus and take the
shortcut to your right.
* This brings you into Dadelstraat.
* At the end you take left and right. This is Abrikozenstraat which has small streets to the right.
* You'll pass three streets to your right (Abrikozenstraat, Pruimenstraat, Abrikozenstraat).
* Abrikozenstraat 108 is on the right in the fourth small street in one of the blue houses.
By bicycle
Take the ferry behind the central station in the direction of NDSM-werf.
Timetable Centraal Station - NDSM-werf
9.00 - 9.15 - 9.30 – 9.45 – 10.15. After this the ferry leaves every half hour until 15.45. From
15.45 until 18.45 there are departures every 15 minutes and after this again every half hour.
NDSM-werf – Centraal Station
Departure every half hour from 10.00 until 16.00. In between 16.00 - 19.00 the ferry leaves
every 15 minutes. From 19.00 every half hour again.
After leaving the ferry you go straight on to the main road, Klaprozenweg. There you have two
possibilities.
1. Shortcut version - you go more or less always straight on
* In front of you is a big, red building. Left of this building there is a footpath which you take as
a shortcut. Just go about thirty meters to the left, cross the road and pass the fence.
* After the footpath you go straight on into Modelmakerstraat.
* Cross the little bridge and continue with to your left a kidsfarm.
* Straight on into Tegenhouderstraat until the far end.
* Cross Werktuigstraat and take the shortcut opposite between two houses
* This brings you into Dadelstraat.
* At the end you take left and right. This is Abrikozenstraat which has small streets to the right.
* You'll pass three streets to your right (Abrikozenstraat, Pruimenstraat, Abrikozenstraat).
* Abrikozenstraat 108 is on the right in the fourth small street in one of the blue houses.
2. A bit longer, but easier version
* Go right, cross the road at the trafficlights and take ‘Atatürk’.
* Follow the road with the bends: left and straight afterwards right.
* This is Scheepsbouwweg, follow it until the end.
* With a bend to the left you come into Werktuigstraat.
* About thirty meters after the busstop you can take a shortcut in between two houses on your
right.
* This brings you into Dadelstraat.
* At the end you take left and right. This is Abrikozenstraat which has small streets to the right.
* You'll pass three streets to your right (Abrikozenstraat, Pruimenstraat, Abrikozenstraat).
* Abrikozenstraat 108 is on the right in the fourth small street in one of the blue houses.

